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Geomorphic/Hydrologic
Characteristics of DEMs
The TNTmips Watershed process (Raster / Elevation / Watershed) models the surface movement of water through landscapes by delineating drainage patterns and watershed boundaries from an input digital elevation raster. Surface water movement plays an important
role not only in the hydrologic cycle, but also in soil erosion, sediment yield, and the movement of sediment and other pollutants through
watersheds. It also affects the landscape-dependent development of soil properties and is a major factor governing vegetation patterns.
In addition to its standard products, the Watershed process can optionally create a number of derived, higher-level raster products that
depict cell-by-cell geomorphic and hydrologic characteristics of the terrain that are useful as input to predictive hydrological models and
other environmental models. Computation of each of the products described below is activated by a separate toggle button on the
General panel of the Watershed Analysis window. Useful hydrologic attributes are also computed for stream lines, catchments (watersheds) and subcatchments (basins) and stored in attached database tables; these attributes are described on the Technical Guides entitled
Terrain Operations: Hydrologic Attributes of Catchments and Terrain Operations: Hydrologic Attributes of Flowpaths.
1 Specific Catchment Area is a raster object depicting for each cell the upslope contributing area per unit flow width perpendicular
to the flow direction. This value is computed from the local flow accumulation and flow direction values and the cell dimensions and
area. The unit flow width is computed from the cell dimensions, and varies depending on whether the flow
direction is horizontal, vertical, or diagonal (in 2D raster
space) through the cell. Specific catchment area is used
as a parameter in modeling runoff on slopes and resulting
soil erosion (and thus sediment yield).
2 Compound Topographic Index (CTI) is a raster object that is computed as follows:

CTI = natural log ( Flow Accumulation / tan (slope) ).
CTI, also referred to as a Wetness Index, predicts zones of
increased soil moisture where the landscape area contributing runoff is large and where slopes are low, such as the
base of hillsides and valley bottoms. This property is used
in soil landscape modeling and in analysis of vegetation
patterns.
3

Maximum Upstream Flow Distance is a raster object that maps the longest flow distance from the upstream
watershed boundary to the current cell. This property can
be used in modeling sediment yield
and erosion rates.

Shaded relief image of sample
area with flowpaths computed by
the Watershed process.
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Specific catchment area raster.
Brighter tones indicate larger
catchment areas, so brightest
tones trace stream channels.
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Downstream flow distance raster.
Cell value equals the downstream
flow distance from the current cell
to the watershed outlet.

4 Downstream
Flow Distance is a
raster object that
maps the flow distance downstream
from each cell to
the outlet of its watershed.
This
distance has applications in analysis
of downstream dispersal of sediment
or other pollutants.
2 Compound Topographic Index
(CTI) raster. Brighter areas are
more likely to have saturated
soils.
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Maximum upstream flow distance
raster. Cell value equals the
longest flow distance from the
upstream watershed boundary to
that cell.
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